The information in these maps is provided as a public service by the Maryland State Highway Administration (MSHA).

Notice
Freeway/Expressway congestion is based on vehicle probe speed data from INRIX. Congestion on the remaining facilities is based on 2000 HCM LOS calculations. Peak hour of congestion on certain roadway segments may occur at a different morning peak hour (e.g. 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM).

Restriction of Liability:
SHA makes no claims, promises or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of these maps and expressly disclaims liability for any errors and omissions in the contents of these documents.
The information in these maps is provided as a public service by the Maryland State Highway Administration (MDSHA).

**Notice:**
- Freeway/Expressway congestion is based on vehicle probe speed data from INRIX. Congestion on the remaining facilities is based on 2000 HCM LOS calculations.
- Peak hour of congestion on certain roadway segments may occur at a different evening peak hour (e.g. 4-5 PM to 5-6 PM)

**Restriction of Liability:**
- SHA makes no claim, promise or guarantee about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of these maps and expressly disclaims liability for any errors and omissions in the contents of these documents.

**Legends:**
- Interstate Highway
- US Highway
- State Highway
- Green: Uncongested
- Yellow: Moderate Congestion
- Red: Heavy Congestion
- Black: Severe Congestion
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